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Turkish and Chinese companies have helped Russia replenish its dwindling stocks of
ammunition by exporting large volumes of a key component used to produce gunpowder, the
Moscow Times’ Russian service reported Wednesday, citing customs data. 

The EU banned shipments of nitrocellulose — a highly flammable compound used as the main
ingredient of modern gunpowder — to Russia in April 2022 as part of sanctions in response to
the invasion of Ukraine.

Still, Russia was able to ramp up shipments of the key component by more than five times in
2022, to over 2,000 metric tons, customs data show. In 2023, that figure stood at around
4,000 metric tons.

Moscow has burned through its stocks of ammunition over the past two years of war and has
scrambled to find new supplies from countries like North Korea, which is believed to have sent
Russia over a million artillery shells. 

https://www.moscowtimes.ru/2024/01/31/kak-turtsiya-i-kitai-pomogli-rossii-utolit-snaryadnii-golod-a120054
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=OJ%3AL%3A2022%3A111%3AFULL
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2023/12/27/north-korean-arms-shipments-to-russia-continue-with-500k-munitions-bloomberg-a83583


Related article: U.K. Lawmakers Warn Russia Skirting Oil Sanctions With 'Shadow' Tankers

Turkish companies have contributed to nearly half of Russia’s nitrocellulose imports since the
start of the war — more than 1,800 metric tons in 2023 alone — followed by Chinese
companies, which have accounted for about one-third of supplies.

The Moscow Times’ Russian service found that two Turkish companies and one Chinese
company made 78 supply deals last year with Russian buyers, many of which have been
sanctioned by Kyiv due to their ties to Russia's defense industry. 

Turkish companies likely resold nitrocellulose produced in the EU, according to The Moscow
Times’ Russian service, citing UN trade data that showed Turkey imports nearly 70% of the
compound from Germany, the Czech Republic, Italy and Spain.

As a result, the re-imported compound is significantly more expensive, with prices
for nitrocellulose shipped to Russia having increased from $2.9 per kilogram in 2021 to more
than $4 last year.

Overall, imports of nitrocellulose from Chinese and Turkish companies, along with shipments
of cotton pulp — a primary raw material used to produce nitrocellulose — from Kazakhstan
and Uzbekistan, may have helped Russia produce some 700,000 artillery shells last year. 

China could overtake Turkey as Russia’s biggest nitrocellulose supplier this year due to U.S.
threats of secondary sanctions against Ankara unless it curbs exports of dual-use goods,
according to Ilya Shumanov, who heads Transparency International Russia.
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